The number of tickets among students for underclass grades in a bar have more than doubled since the 2009-10 academic year.

Disorderly house charges increase 150

By ARISTA WITT

The number of disorderly house citations for University of Iowa students has increased almost 54 percent in the last two years, according to numbers from the UI and Iowa City police departments.

The figures, included in the Iowa City Council packet released Thursday, show an increase in the number of student disorderly house citations from 51 in the 2009-10 academic year to 129 in 2010-11.

Overall, the number of students charged with one or more non-malicious criminal offenses increased from 1,098 in the 2009-10 year to 1,350 in 2010-11. The highest number of students in the last five years. Three figures could cite statistics that Iowa City’s 14-year-old 2009-10 record has increased the number of house citations in the city.

UI officials recently reported in December that, “Anecdotally at least, this point in time, it’s hard to say if house parties have increased dramatically or whether there is increased danger with house parties, where people may not want to call for emergency services.” Mason said, “I think we’re seeing a way we are going to be able to pass our business.”

“We want to be able to pass our business,” said Rep. Diane Hensley, a Democrat from Iowa Western Community College, reportedly drove his 2000 Chevrolet Avalanche pickup onto Des Moines streets following an off-duty dispute, and was charged on June 27, according to online court records. He was reportedly taken to the Iowa District’s 39 counties, former Iowa Register, called them “significant” in a teleconference on April 12.

Weaver was recently taken to the Iowa District of Students in the Iowa University and released on a $500 bond after several weeks after the charge. His injuries were unspecified, but Iowa coach Kirk Ferentz called him “aggravated” in a teleconference on April 5 with Bob Botz.

The Daily Iowan Register

The Office of the Dean of Students lists the number of citations and arrests of University of Iowa students in Iowa City, this graph shows the number of disorderly house citations students received between 2005 and 2011, during the academic year, Aug. 1 through May 31.
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The state Board of Regents seats five Republican, three Democrats, and one no-party.
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A love affair with research

The 73-year-old professor has been studying prostate cancer for nearly 40 years.

BY KATIE HEINE

David Lubaroff defines research as 90 percent frustration and 10 percent elation. And despite spending much of his career in the state of frustration, he continues to revolve in the same circle.

The 73-year-old professor of urology has dedicated the past 38 years at the University of Iowa studying the immunology of prostate cancer. Through his research, Lubaroff has made great strides for the institution and has received national grants to build 11 core research facilities.

Lubaroff has made great contributions to the prostate.
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“No one could have predicted that David is a wonderful researcher person,” said Gail Bishop, the associate director of basic science research at the Holden Comprehensive Cancer Center. “He’s done lots of things for the institution and for research, nationally and internationally that don’t involve his own personal goal.”

For example, Lubaroff has been directly involved with a program that encourages minority students to study cancer research.

The Preoste Cancer Research Training Program is currently in its ninth summer session and it allows students to jump at the opportunity.

“The goal of the program is to increase the number of minority students in the field of prostate cancer research, Lubaroff said.

Bishop said the summer program is a great asset to the UI. Because Iowa City has a low minority population, she said, it’s often a struggle to attract minorities to the program — especially in the Midwest.

Of the 61 students who have participated in the program, 74 percent have gone on to post-graduate school.

Lubaroff, a Philadelphia native, said he fell in love with research during his sophomore year of college and began traveling, and jazz music.

He’s been there longer and got closer to thinking about retiring, I feel that things have gotten even a bit more better and the new things are opening up in research that I almost don’t want to stop,” he said.

Regarding, his colleagues agree that he would not be greatly missed.

“There would definitely be a noticeably empty chair in the room,” Domann said.
Richie Finley says he would have held police and fire positions sacred.

**Sharia contoured from E.**

But Guantanamo Kasta, the president of the executive committee of the Iowa City Mosque, said Sharia is simply “the law that governs our looming Muslims.”

“Islam and Sharia are not divisible,” Kasta said. “It’s just like the United States and the Constitution.”

University of Iowa law professor Adrien Wing, who teaches the law of Islam, said Sharia is a “law as a threat to America’s.”

“Given that’s there, it’s bound to make many Muslims feel like they are in a hostile environment,” Wing said.

But after that, you’re pretty much out of there,” Kasta said. “The law and the religion aren’t the only things being questioned.”

A group of men chat inside the Iowa City Mosque on Thursday.

**REGENTS CONTINUED FROM 1**

**A new face**

The Rockwell Collins technical manager said he would have a fresh view on Twitter.
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Editorial

**Geography's dumb, anyways**

Downer told me that some argument shouldn't prevent athletes from contributing more to the rest of the university. "Small contributions can have the potential of stirring off further tuition hikes or, at the very least, providing some funds for future students." Gartner asks: "Is there a standard trademark and licensing on the university's iconic Tigerhawk. Last year, trademark licensing earned nearly $48 million, up from $48 million in 2013. All licensing revenues currently go to athletics, though other Big Ten schools, such as Ohio State and Wisconsin, share licensing earnings with the rest of the university." (ED BROWN, *Des Moines Register*.) In "While there is a fair amount of recognition that athletes are visible — the money that is generated in the university's name should go back to benefit as many students as possible for performing in the athletics program."

One may view the idea of demanding more from successful athletics program to be counterintuitive. Critics will call it "pittance" or claim there is no way to share revenue without hurting current athletics operations. But all at an institution should understand its relationship and ability to operate in real-world economic realities. For the UI, that means being as cost-effective as possible when it's not a "campus-wide" level.

Some may view the idea of demanding more from successful athletics program to be counterintuitive. Critics will call it "pittance" or claim there is no way to share revenue without hurting current athletics operations. But all at an institution should understand its relationship and ability to operate in real-world economic realities. For the UI, that means being as cost-effective as possible when it's not a "campus-wide" level.

"I wouldn't want to see support for UI athletics decline to a point where it can't be competitive in it is 100% UI." DeWitt told the *Daily Iowan* this week. DeWitt noted he is one of the "most high-profile supporters, Roy Cever, became interested in the university as a result of wrestling and..."

**Letters**

**Letters to the editor**

**Letters to the editor** may be sent via e-mail to daily.iowan@gmail.com (as text, not as attachment): Each should be typed or written in standard form of approximately 200 words in length. Letters may not exceed 300 words in length. Letters will be published at the discretion of the Editor. No responsibility for editorial content is assumed. Authors are encouraged to include contact information, such as phone number and/or e-mail address. These communications are intended for publication in the electronic form, right at the discretion of the Editor. Please note that the Editor reserves the right to edit for length and clarity. The editor will publish only one letter per month. Letters will be chosen for publication by the editors according to space considerations. No advertisements or mailing labels, please.

**Guest opinion**

**High prices make local food inaccessible for many**

Local food advocates tout the benefits of the local-food movement — the food system — as a way to improve health and nutrition, and to better connect consumers to the farmers who grow the food. Advocates say the local-food movement is also about building community, promoting sustainability, and reducing food miles.

Higdon 
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Associate dean says A pluses are seldomly given.

The University of Iowa officials said recent evidence of grade inflation across the country, UI instructors and administrators still have a strong grading guideline that prevents grades from coming in final grades.

A recent study, "Where A is Ordinary: The Evolution of Grade Inflation and University Grading," tracked the gradual raise of the average of more than 20 institutions from 1940-2006. Results suggested the recent number of As given totaled 43 percent—the highest percentage of grade given. The percent is the highest from the 1950s.

Christopher Healy, a coordinator and an associate professor at Funn Memorial, and the heads of public institutions such as the UI have recognized this lower letter As and Bs given out than private institutions, there has been a constant increase in grade point averages for the past 40 years.

"When you're a professor, you don't necessarily think about GPAs but you might think about what grades were actually given out," Healy said. "Percentages, not the averages, are easier for people to understand. Up until now, researchers were usually looking at GPAs, grades given out, but it's a bit abstract."

While Healy stated that the UI has become the most competitive university in American college campuses — mainly because campus cafeterias and dorms, and the amount of support vehicles — RVs and trucks that transport food, water, and equipment for the role.

Coralville Police Chief Barry Bedford, the head of the RAGBRAI law-enforcement committee, said his officers will be busy routing the increased traffic and coordinating vehicle routes.

"Parking will be at a premium in the campground, so we'll be installing some dedicated parking spots," he said. "We're fortunate that Northwest Junior High and Kirkwood Elementary have allowed us to use their lots but we'll still see several city blocks packed with vehicles."
Don't let your responsibilities cause you to miss your mental and physical health. You can impress others with your mental and physical abilities. WorldCanvass, UI International, 8 p.m., Iowa City Public Library. Piano Sundays, faculty recital, 4 p.m., 153 E. Washington. Iowa Summer Music Camp Faculty Recital, 9:30 a.m., 101 Blvd. Linn. For more puzzles, visit dailyiowan.com/pages/calendarsubmit.html. If we think it’s good, we’ll run it—and maybe contact you for more. If you think it’s good, you can submit a Ledge at writers@dailyiowan.edu. If you want to see your super special event appear here? Simply submit the details at: dailyiowan.com/pages/calendarsubmit.html. The Daily Iowan - Iowa City, Iowa - Friday, July 22, 2011
AFTER INVENTORY MAIN EVENT

EVERY SIMMONS MATTRESS...

ON SALE!

YOU'LL FEEL LESS PARTNER MOVEMENT!!

- EVERY SIZE
- EVERY STYLE
- EVERY COMFORT
- EVERY FIRMNESS
  All....REDUCED!

You will NEVER need to Flip your Beautyrest Mattress!

Factory Special Price
Save $205 Today

$594

QUEEN SET

VALUE $799

Very firm support with the individual pocketed coils and Power Beam Foundation for years of sleeping support.

CHOICE OF COMFORT

Simmons quality with a durable offset steel coil construction and “Comfort Loft” top for firm yet cozy sleep and rest.

BeautySleep

START AT JUST

$390 Queen Set

$696 Queen Set

$1799 Queen Set

THE VERY BEST

In sleeping comfort

NxG Simmons Beautyrest

Combine space age memory foam with the support of the Beautyrest Coils and you’ll sleep on the very best Comfort you can find.

2300 Jones Blvd., Coralville

(Just one mile West of Lowes on HWY 6)

HOURS:

Monday and Thursday 10-8 * Tues and Wed 10-6

Friday and Saturday 10-5 * Sunday 12-4

www.SimpsonFurniture.com
DOULTON CONTINUED FROM 10

Virginia Johnson struggled at times against the Ole Miss and Goldman teams, finishing with a season-low 6 rebounds and a season-low 6 rebounds. The game had 13 points and 7 rebounds a season-high 28 points.

DEFENSIVELY, the team gave up 20 points in the first half of the game, and 17 points in the second half of the game. Morgan Johnson had a very strong performance in the first half of the game, and a very weak performance in the second half of the game.

When the top two players on a team struggle that badly, it only spells trouble. According to Morgan Johnson, Virginia Johnson had a very strong performance in the first half of the game, but a very weak performance in the second half of the game.

The Americans will play a doubleheader on Saturday; the bleacher header on Saturday, and the championship game will be on Sunday.
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HELP WANTED

ACT Temporary Grounds Crew Member
Operate machinery including but not limited to mowers, string trimmers, chain saws. Perform landscape maintenance including planting, edging, mowing, planting and care for trees and shrubs.
Start/End Dates: ASAP - October 31, 2011
Work Hours: M-F, 7:30am - 3:30pm.
Pay Rate: $8.25/hour.
Apply online at: www.act.org. For more information call: Jatane, Human Resources, 341-2182.

HELP WANTED

Real Estate Professionals
TERRIARSON HOMES
Contacting you in the Set of Iowa City Area
Price range: $800 - $1,200
Trent Larson
319-351-0568
This ad is for 2011

HOUSE FOR RENT

1400 Terrace St. (319) 354-0910

ROOM FOR RENT


ROOM FOR RENT

612 S. Dodge St. - RCPM (319) 887-2187.
Two bedroom, one bath, on-site laundry. Small pet negotiable.

ROOM FOR RENT

1305 Sunset - RCPM (319) 887-2187.
One bedroom, full bathroom, air conditioner, no pets. $625, H/W paid.

ROOM FOR RENT

412 Highland Ave. - RCPM (319) 887-2187.
One bedroom, full bathroom, central air, on-site laundry. $650, H/W paid.

ROOM FOR RENT

Two Bedroom, one bath close to downtown.

ROOM FOR RENT

Two Bedroom in home.

ROOM FOR RENT

110 South High St. (319) 354-0910

WANTED:

You would be paid for participation in psychology research. We are currently running a study that requires the enrollment of 50 college students to receive $20. Contact the lab at 319-335-5784 for more information.

AUTOMOTIVE

AUTOTEST TECHNOLOGY

ALWAYS ONLINE

WWW.DAILYIOWAN.COM
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AUTO DOMESTIC

Two Bedroom, Quiet, English Bulldog puppies, two bedroom
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Iowa agrees to deal with national chain

The University of Iowa agreed to a contract with LIDS Sports Group on Thursday, according to a release. The company will launch a Herky’s Locker Room, which will become the official on-campus store of the Hawkeyes.

Terms of the agreement weren’t disclosed.

The first Herky’s Locker Room will operate in the former Hawk Shop location, 2705 Second St., Coralville. LIDS officials said the store and the website – herkylockeroom.com – will be open in early August.

Iowa Athletics Director Gary Barta said it merited increased merchandise distribution and expanded exposure to the country, spurred the decision, making a national chain such as LIDS seem like a logical choice.

LIDS Sports Group is a division of the company Hat World, based in Indianapolis – has more than 25 professional teams and colleges, including Iowa State and Kansas.

“Hawkeye fans proudly support our school colors and the #1hawkshop logo,” Barta said in a release. “This new retail agreement will provide it has access to the latest officially licensed University of Iowa apparel, acces-

sories, and novelties thanks to the market reach, experience, and strong national pres-

ence of LIDS Sports Group.”

The company’s president, Ken Kocher, said in a release that the expansion was much

needed “to make it easier for Hawkeye fans everywhere to find LIDS products, including in Iowa and the Midwest.”

LIDS has agreements with more than 25 professional teams and colleges, including Iowa State and Kansas.
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By BEN SCHUFF

Virginia Johnson passes the ball during a Game Time game on July 13 in North Liberty. The incoming Iowa freshman averaged more than 20 points per game in the Game Time regular season, the highest mark in the league.

18-year-old Virginia Johnson was one of the Game Time League's most impressive players during the regular season.

By BEN SCHUFF

Virginia Johnson says she's just trying to find her niche.

But her play in the Game Time League this season, Johnson was the league's third-highest scorer, with an average of 20.3 points per game. The incoming Iowa freshman trailed only former WNBA draft pick Kachine Alexander (23.5 points per game) and Game Time's No. 1 overall pick, Kamille Wadlin (22.3 points per game), in scoring.

Johnson has also been a rebounding machine. The 18-year-old led the league in col-

lecting missed shots, averaging 12.9 rebounds per game.

So yes, it appears Johnson is holding on just fine — and her fellow Hawkeyes have noticed. “She can take it over when she wants to,” said guard Megan Conis, who played alongside Johnson on the Coralville Fly-Hi squad. “One time, our team just got in her head and told her to shoot. She would come down every game she would shoot and had about 20 (points) right after that.”

Being a premier scorer and rebounder is nothing new to Johnson. During her senior season, Johnson was the league's third-highest scorer, with an average of 20.3 points per game. The incoming Iowa freshman averaged more than 20 points per game in the Game Time regular season, the highest mark in the league.
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